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BIG JOKER
  Reels: 5
 Winning lines: 5
 Volatility: ***
  Top award: 750
  Expanded Wild

5 x “7” symbols in a pay line gives max line wins. Wild symbol “Big 
Joker” substitutes for all other symbols at all positions on the reel 
where it appears, except for the scatter. 5 x “Big Jokers” pay max 
game win.  3, 4 or 5 scatters on the screen pay scatter wins of up to 
500 x Total bet.

CHILLI BABY
  Reels: 5
  Winning lines: 30
  Volatility: ****
  Top award: 1000
   Expanded Wild 
   Free games 

Expandable Wild symbol “Girl”  appears on reels 2, 3 and 4 and 
substitutes for all other symbols on all positions of the reel, except for 
the scatter symbol. Free games - 3, 4 or 5 scatter symbols “Penthouse 
Logo” trigger 8, 15 or 20 free games accordingly. If the wild symbol 
“Girl” appears on the reel during the free games, it expands on that 
reel and “sticks” to this position until the end of the free games. No 
additional free games can be won during the free games mode. The 
set of reels in the paid games and in the free games is different. The 
number of lines and bet per line during the free games are the same 
as in the last paid game that triggered the Free Games mode. The
jackpot symbol “Man” - 5 x “Man” on any active line pays maximum 
line win or progressive jackpot at max bet per line and max credit 
denomination.

COCKATOO
  Reels: 5
  Winning lines: 20
  Volatility: **
  Top award: 1 500
  Expanded Wild

5 x “7” symbols in a pay line give maximal line win.  Wild symbol 
“Cockatoo” appears on reels 2, 3 and 4 only and substitutes for all 
other symbols at all positions on the reel where it appears, except for 
the scatter. Scatter symbol “ Banana” - 3, 4 or 5 scatters on the screen 
pay scatter wins up to 150 x Total bet.

DANCING DRAGONS
  Reels: 5
  Winning lines: 10
  Volatility: ***
  Top award: 3 000
  Wild symbol
  Scatter wins

Wild symbol “Dragon” appears on reels 2, 3 and 4 and substitutes 
for all other symbols, except for the scatter symbols “Yin-Yang“ and 
“Pagoda”. Maximum line win is paid by 5 x “Buddha” symbols on 
active line. Scatter symbol “Yin-Yang” – 3, 4 and 5 “Yin-Yang” pay 
scatter wins up to 100 x Total bet. Scatter symbol “Pagoda” - appears 
on reels 1, 3, 5. 3 “Pagodas” pay scatter wins of 20 x Total bet.

GOLDEN AMULET
  Reels: 5
  Winning lines: 5
  Volatility: ***
  Top award: 5 000
  Stacked symbols 
  Scatter wins

Scatter symbol “Golden Amulet” – 3, 4 or 5 scatters pay scatter wins 
of up to 250 x Total bet and triggers any bonus feature. Max line win 
is paid by 5 x “Idol“ combination on active line. 

W hen on a higher bet, the player is awarded with monetary prizes 
and Extra Games (XG). The number of XG’s awarded depends on 
the bet and the winning combination. The cost of each XG is 1 

credit and the average prize is R100.  
The number of XG’s the player is allowed to play is shown in the center 
of the wheel that appears on the bonus screen.  The top position of the 
wheel is a XG container. 
If the cursor stops on the XG container, the number of XG’s that the 

player is allowed to play is increased by the number shown in the 
container. After that the number of XG in the container resets to 2. 
If the cursor stops at the position “100”, the player wins R100. If the cursor 
stops at the position “+”, one XG is added to the XG container.
On higher bets, the player is awarded monetary prizes and XG. XG 
depend on the bet and the winning combination. Once within an XG, 
there is a win or gaining more XG.

BRILLIANTS ON FIRE
 Reels: 5
 Winning lines: 5
 Volatility: **
 Top award: 3000
 Expanded Wild
 Scatter wins

Wild symbol “Girl”  appears only on reels 2, 3 and 4 and substitutes for 
all other symbols at all positions of the reel, where it has appeared, 
except for the scatter symbols “Dollar” and “Star”. Combinations 
of Wild symbols do not pay wins. Maximal line win is paid by 5 x 
“Brilliant” on active pay line. Scatter symbols “Dollar” and “Star” pay 
scatter wins and do not trigger any bonus feature.

eXtra Games 



MIGHTY REX
   Reels: 5
   Winning lines: 25
   Volatility: *****
   Top award: 15 000
   Wild and Jackpot symbol
   Free games

Wild and Jackpot symbol „Mighty Rex“ substitutes for all other 
symbols, except for the scatter. 5 x „Mighty Rex“ on active line pay 
maximal line win or Progressive Jackpot pay max bet per line and 
max credit denomination.

Free games – 3 scatter symbols „Volcano“ on reels 3, 4 and 5 trigger 
15 Free games. If during the Free games 3 scatters appear on reels 3, 
4 and 5, then 100 additional Free games are given. Additional Free 
games can be won only once. 

he set of reels in the paid games and free games are different. The 
number of lines and bet per line during the free games are the same 
as in the last paid game that triggered the free game mode.

SHINING TREASURES
  Reels: 5
  Winning lines: 15
  Volatility: **
  Top award: 2 500
  Wild

Wild symbol “Crown” appears on reels 2, 3 and 4. It substitutes for all 
other symbols at all positions on the reel where it appears, except 
for the scatter. Max win symbol “7” – 5 x”7” or Wild on active pay line 
pays max line win of 2,500 x bet per line. Scatter symbol “Star” – 3, 4 
or 5 x “Star” pays scatter wins up to 150 x Total Bet.

30 TREASURES
   Reels: 5
   Winning lines: 30
   Volatility: **
   Top award: 1000
   Wild and scatter symbols
   Stacked symbols 

Wild symbol substitutes for all other symbols, except for the scatter. 
5 x Wilds on active line pay max line win. 3, 4 or 5 scatter symbols on 
the screen pay scatter wins up to 500 x total bet.

LUCKY CLOVER
  Reels: 5
  Winning lines: 5
  Volatility: **
  Top award: 3 000
  Expanded Wild
  Scatter wins

Wild symbol “Lucky Clover” - substitutes for all symbols at all 
positions of the reel, where it has appeared, except for the scatter 
symbols “Banana” and “Star”. Combinations of Wild symbols only do 
not pay wins. Maximal line win is paid by 5 x “7” on a pay line. Scatter 
symbols “Banana” and “Star” pay scatter wins and do not trigger any 
bonus feature.


